Congress extends law to admit orphans and tuberculosis victims

In a moment of informality at the head table of the EDC-MDC convention, the keynote was joined by a "blue ribbon" group of the 1960-70 legislation, the time has come," he said, "to correct ourselves not with our own group but with all the others." If he took the occasion to pay tribute to the Israel of America, he added, it made possible the success of their country, the Israeli.

APPOINT TSUYUKI IMAI JUSTICE OF HAWAII'S STATE SUPREME COURT

HONOLULU - Former Territorial Senator Wtifford C. Tsukiyama has been appointed by Governor Richardson as Associate Justice of the State Supreme Court, replacing Justice Haruomi Mayama, who has retired. Justice Tsukiyama was the September 1965 weekly press conference last week.

This week, the Arizona government last week has labeled Communist Chinese infiltration across its northern frontiers "a clear case of aggression" but press to examine other means than force to settle the issue.

When Communist China moved into Tibet eight years ago, India felt she could still live peaceably against the threat across the Himalayas. But the bloody suppression of the Tibetan revolt and the flight of the Dalai Lama has thickened the Indian tension and his countrymen.

What is vicious about the China-India issue are the conditions of friendship between Red China toward India and the soft-glove treatment which Nehru's government last week has extended to the influx of Chinese across border and along its northern frontiers. A report we receive, however, does concern Asia and persons of Japanese ancestry oblique-ly. Khrushchev's arrival is sure not camouflage the firestorm in all India on Maoism in China and on the Lathi border and along the northern frontiers of India.

For Indian Premier Nehru, the disciple of pacifist Ghandi, it must have been a case of the disillusionment to see India's policy of peaceful co-existence violated by her colonial neighbor. Red China. The Peiping regime has already been branded as lawless by the United Nations, and is continuing to live up to that.
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Easier Target

Former Issei residents of Hawaii celebrate statehood at Tokyo feyay, party

By TANOSU MURAYAMA
Special to the Pacific Citizen

TOKYO—President Eisenhower's signing the proclamation making all the deals was accompanied by many former Issei residents here in recent weeks.

The Africa Club, a group of Hawaii's largest Issei clubs, commented on the Congress passed statehood bill after a final address made by President Reginald W. Wool for the occasion.

The Hawaii Nokyo, a group of former Japanese residents who celebrated last week at the Shibe Club, said that they were happy to see the good administration put on a silver plate. The club chairwoman said that they were happy to see the new administration.

This is the first time that the Japanese government has been recognized as a member of the United Nations, and the group said they will support the new administration.

In the future, the group said, they will continue to support the new administration and will work to make the United States a better place for everyone.

As for the music, the orchestra directed by Ren Takahashi, with the mention of Jackson, was a simple and humble expression of the people's feelings.

As for the music, the orchestra directed by Ren Takahashi, with the mention of Jackson, was a simple and humble expression of the people's feelings...
FOOTLOOSE AND FANCY FREE

By George and Mary Horiuchi

Footloose and Fancy Free has been a hit in our family, and Mrs. Osaki, noted Nisei silver smith and a member of the West Los Angeles Chapter of the Japanese Association of Women of America, received a $50 award for best costume. The costume was designed by Mrs. Osaki, who also designed the jewelry worn by the characters in the film.

At least 20 Japanese Americans attended $100 plate dinner for Eleanor Roosevelt

Some 2000 California civic and community leaders will attend the 19th Annual Japanese American National Council Dinner on September 26, 1949, at the Los Angeles Convention Center. The dinner will be held in honor of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, former First Lady of the United States.

Roosevelt will speak on "The Challenge of Freedom," and a program of music and dance will be presented by the Japanese American National Committee.

The dinner is sponsored by the Japanese American National Committee, which was founded in 1945 by Dr. George Takei, former US Army captain and now a professor at the University of California, Berkeley.

The committee is made up of volunteers who work to promote understanding and respect for Japanese Americans.

In addition to the dinner, other events will be held throughout the week, including a film series and a youth conference. The conference will focus on issues such as diversity and inclusion.

The committee is also working to ensure that the voices of Japanese Americans are heard in political matters, and is working to promote economic development in the community.

The committee is always looking for volunteers to help with its work. If you are interested in learning more, please visit www.janc.org.
The two lonely chapters in the State of Washington are giving all their attention to implementing one of the national legislative goals of JACL, namely, repeal of all anti-alien land laws.

Contact has been maintained with the office of the Secretary of State and the Attorney General of the State of Washington. Plans have been made for obtaining endorsements by prominent State leaders and important organizations. A campaign for funds will be carried out this fall. The Pacific Northwest District Council Convention in January, 1960, in Tacoma where National President Shig Wakamatsu will attend, is planned as a rally for the coming 1960 General Election campaign.

A well-deserved pat on the back should go to Elmer Ogawa for his outstanding report on the Washington State Legion Convention held early in August which undoubtedly helped to create a positive feeling among local leaders. Elmer gave plenty of credit where due, but obviously he was in the thick of the convention activity, pushing and watching the progress of the resolution.

At the very moment of the writing of this column, Elmer is flying east to attend the EDC-MDC JACL Convention where he will be buttonholing former Washingtonians, giving them the message that we need their support financially, by letter and telegram at the time of the General election next year and every other means possible.

His zeal and dedication to this project is certainly an inspiration, a striking contrast to the attitude of some who are not interested in the repeal of a "dead letter" law.

The Washington Post, a publication for veterans and service men, carried an article reporting the legion resolution and referred to the action as "a significant letter" law. We who are fighting for human rights, fair play and equal treatment. We who are the indirect victims of discriminatory laws aimed at the Japanese are fighting an uphill battle, but obviously we can do no less.

The National President urges all to add to the numerous accolades already afforded the Hawaii Convention Eugene and his positively wonderful wife. What a pleasure it was to meet the Oak President of Denver — just exhilarating with charm. It was a glorious convention — it lasted too soon.

To get to the business at hand, however, of elaborating on the fashion show, it was . . .

"An exchange of culture between the East and West — an ancient tradition modernized into everyday wear. . . . Thus the idea of the fashion show, . . ."

Tulare County JACL

VIBALIA — The Tulare County JACL fishing outing will be held this weekend with the help of the Pacific Northwest Valley. It was announced last week.
By Fred Tokiko

SANSEI YOUTH DOING OUTSTANDING JOB—Many times we find ourselves reading articles and magazines and read about our junior desirous and what is becoming of our younger generation. We read how to print in reality the ones who get into trouble are statistically a small percentage. Young people feel that thing good our youth are accomplishing.

We recently attended the VFW National Drum and Bugle competition at Wrigley Field here in Los Angeles. The local 378 Boy Scouts and the Maryknoll All Girls drum and bugle corps competed. The judging was the early morning, and it had reached the finals of the Junior Division. The show was performed to a very appreciative and pottery before the judges and we were very proud that our juniors went all out and gave their best view so match for the high stepping units from the middle west and the West. We were proud of the send of the contest were the Chicago Cavaliers who scored the 75-70, Boston Garden, Tennessee, Corps, 8-20.

The 378 Boy Scouts sponsored by the 4th District Nisei Memorial Unit 1901 of Gardena was fifth with 78.18; followed by New Orleans Corps, 8; 378 Boys Memorial Bicentennial, by the Nien Memorial Unit 1903 with a score of 75.75; Los Angeles 44th Division; Boy Scouts of America Ambrose Troop 308.

The Maryknoll All Girls gained recognition early this year by California State Championship at the American Legion Convention. The show was performed during the half time of the Rams vs. Cardinal football game girls were given a standing ovation for their performance. Scout Director Ronnie Sugiyama is now considering forming a community based, worldwide youth in the community participate. He hopes to have the JACL and other community organizations involved.

TAKARAZUKA SHOW—We were fortunate in getting a last minute ticket to the Takarazuka Show at the Shrine Auditorium this past Labor Day weekend. Los Angeles was deserted, with everyone leaving town. Spotted by our friends, H. Oka on the way ... We were invited by H. Okabe of American President Line to see the show. The Takarazuka girls were well known for their Western costumes, and their voices were really nothing to sneeze at either. We had heard that Sumi Takemura who was "Miss National JACL Bowling Queen," Huff Ushiyama, and Joe Komuro. We were invited by H. Okabe of American President Line to see the show. The Takarazuka girls were well known for their Western costumes, and their voices were really nothing to sneeze at either. We had heard that Sumi Takemura who was "Miss National JACL Bowling Queen," Huff Ushiyama, and Joe Komuro. We were invited by H. Okabe of American President Line to see the show.

During intermission we ran into many of our old friends like Fred Yokomotsu, Bud Yamanaka, and many others. We watched the movie, "The Jumping Dominoes," which was one of the highlights of the show. Did anyone come home a winner? . . .

NEW YORK SKYLINE—An End of an Era

Dick Akagi, who served as the joint EDC-MDC convention program chairman, said this week's "New York Skyline" will remain. Now working as a public relations director, Dick was onetime.Nineteenth JACL regional director.

NEW YORK—The joint EDC-MDC convention program chairman Dick Akagi, who served as the joint EDC-MDC convention program chairman, said this week's "New York Skyline" will remain. Now working as a public relations director, Dick was onetime Nineteenth JACL regional director.
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Sportscope

Mayhew A.C. Galta Calif. Nisei Baseball Championship

After knocking off the defending champions, Nisei American Youth, Inc., in the championship game to win the Mayhew A.C. Galta Cali...
LEVIeTON, PENNA. - The Northwest Corner has migrated to the Eastern Seaboard. The main reason for the sudden rush is a series of rapidly moving events the past few days.

Wheels on the convention committee were once from Seattle, Mrs. Abe Hagiwara is the former Esther Sakai of Seattle, who now is in Chicago, and one of the youngsters by comparison is Miss Violet Arase, from Lebanon, Pennsylvania. came Dr. Ruby Hirose, looking for her first time attendance at a JACL affair of this kind.

***

Mrs. Miyuki Kobayashi, Auxiliary president of the Northwest Corner, has voted full support for the Los Angeles Board-Mrs. Kenji Okusako, committee co-chairmen.

The day begins at 1 p.m. With "Play Day" tomorrow at the Sun-Mountain Gardens.

One of the youngsters by comparison is Miss Violet Arase.

Then the following are handling the ticket sales:

Committee members, ticket sellers for the San Francisco Auxiliary show general:

LIFEBRIDGE, Kauai - About 200 new members were inducted in a drive in by Judge Tashiro to swear in 200 new citizens.

Nisei distributor of 16-mm films honored:

DEATHS

1-PACIFIC CITIZEN Friday, Sept. 11, 1959

Sakai, Dean, Larry. (d) San Francisco, Aug. 25.-(w) Molly. (s) Donald, (p) Mr. & Mrs. Karl, (s) Richard. (d) Mr. & Mrs. Charles, (s) Robert, (p) Mr. & Mrs. John

Nakagama, taught in Delano, Calif., relocated to Oakland in 1951, he was transferred to Oakland National firm's annual convention held recently in Chicago.

Kawahara, Kenjiro, by first time attendance at a JACL affair of this kind.

Chairman, the following are handling the ticket sales:

Checklist: Mrs. Yo Hironaka, models: Mrs. Kenji Okusako, committee co-chairmen, the following are handling the ticket sales:

Mrs. H. Kuwasaki, who will model "Two Master Surplus Fund Remaining:

President: Mrs. Takai Terada who has been a New Yorker for quite some years.

Wheels on the convention committee were once from Seattle, Rahara, San Francisco, San Mateo and San Francisco, Bay Area, committee co-chairmen.
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Congressional Adjournment

This is the weekend that the First Session of this 86th Congress is to be adjourned sine die after the extended recesses in May and early summer.

Although there are a number of important bills yet to be considered, it is unlikely that any action will be taken. The Senate has already adjourned sine die, and the House will probably do so on Monday. The Congress is expected to adjourn for the fall session in early September.

Impeachment

The U.S. Senate voted today to table the impeachment trial of President Clinton, ending hopes of a speedy resolution of the political crisis that has consumed Washington for more than a year. The Senate voted 52-48 to table the articles of impeachment, which charged Clinton with perjury and obstruction of justice.

The vote came after a day of intense debate and程序 that highlighted the divided nature of Congress. Democrats and Republicans both expressed deep reservations about the process, with Democrats opposing the trial on the grounds that it was politically motivated and Republicans arguing that Clinton had violated the Constitution.

The impeachment proceedings, which began in the House of Representatives in January 1998, have been the subject of intense media scrutiny and public debate. The trial, which is expected to last several weeks, will be the first such proceeding in U.S. history.

The vote was 52-48, with 17 Republicans and 35 Democrats voting to table the articles of impeachment. The trial, which will begin in the Senate next week, will be presided over by Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr., and 

Race Discrimination in Golf Tours

TUCSON, Ariz. — Race discrimination is a problem in the world of professional golf, and several African-American players have spoken out about the issue in recent days.

The players, who have won titles in other sports and would like to see more opportunities for minority players in golf, have called for changes in the way the sport is run.

The players, who include several members of the U.S. national team, said they would continue to fight for their rights and that they would not accept second-class status in their own sport.

The players also said they would continue to speak out about the issue and that they would not be silenced by the sport's officials.

The players, who have been outspoken in the past about the issue, said they would continue to work for change and that they would not accept the status quo.
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